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Suggestions to make ABS a must-have tool
Posted by yangman - 2011/11/05 06:16

_____________________________________

Great job for incorporating TBS into ABS! But with the increasing competition from other autoblogging
tools, I think ABS need to put in more features in order to stay in the league. I'd like to suggest the
following....
- Include more social networks into ABS, like Tumblr, Livejournal, WordPress.com, Hubpages,
Squidoo...etc. The more the merrier. Currently only Blogger and self-hosted WordPress blogs.
- Include more article directories & blog directories to dripfeed from by using keywords instead of feed
urls.
- Anchor text insertion and selectable number of links to insert into the article.
- RSS syndication
- Auto tweets, Facebook likes, Google+....etc
- Pinging & trackback function for all (including social network blogs)
- Options for proxies
- images & videos scraping and auto attach to posts relevant by keywords matching
- Options for article directories, press release & social network submission (this can be an addon for
purchase or monthly subscription)
OK just my 2 cents and all are welcome to contribute more ideas to make ABS an even more powerful
tools that we would like to see happen.
I believe Carty may have been looking into all these possibilities....whatever the constraint is, I seriously
hope to see ABS is proud to be the BEST Autoblogging Software again.
============================================================================

Re: Suggestions to make ABS a must-have tool
Posted by Carty - 2011/11/10 16:01

_____________________________________

I totally understand the benefits or this feature. Adding these would make it a beast but the only problem
here is budget. Usually the software having all the above features are prices on a monthly subscription
basis as we need to keep updating the software whenever the Web 2.0 sites or other sources change
their site layout.
With a one-time payment of less than 100 bucks, it is quite difficult for us to incorporate too many
features.
Regards,
Carty..
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